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Organised by CMS – Communications and Management for Sustainability
Coastal Futures 2013 provides:
- **Strong perspectives** - from key stakeholders and industry leaders, who take a proactive approach to the sustainability agenda
- **Reviews** - from acknowledged experts in many subjects
- **Future trends** - pointers to future areas of activity which will directly affect your work
- **Networking** - an excellent opportunity to meet those at the forefront of these issues

Coastal Futures 2013 sets out to:
- Deliberately **bring together different sectors** to discuss important developments and concerns
- Describe the **actual changes** that are taking place in the environment that are causing concern and actions being taken to deal with these
- Describe the **developing programme of legislation and policy** which is unfolding to meet these concerns

**Wednesday January 23rd**

9.00  Registration and refreshments

Session 1: Chairman:
9.30  Welcome to the conference
9.35  **Marine Planning** – progress with the East Inshore and Offshore Plans, lessons learnt and the development of the South Inshore and Offshore coast plans  **MMO** speaker to be confirmed
9.55  Discussion
10.15 **ICZM European developments: Directive and ICZM protocol**  Brian Shipman
10.35 **Coastal Economy & Regeneration**  **Nicky Spurr & Hilary Rowlands** Essex County Council
10.55 **Health and Well-Being from our Coasts: From Experimental to Population Level Evidence**  **Dr Mat White** European Centre for Environment and Human Health
11.15 **The Climate Change Risk Assessment 2012 – reflections on the key messages and lessons for the coastal and marine environment**  **David Ramsbottom** HR Wallingford
11.35 **Coastal Adaptation for Real: Principles and European Examples**  **Rhoda Ballinger** Cardiff University
11.55  First Break: Sandwiches and refreshments

Session 2: Chairman:
12.40 **Developments in Valuation & Ecosystem Goods & Services: practical applications**  **Steve Hull** ABPmer
13.00 **Cumulative Effects** – an overview of current thinking  **Adrian Judd** Cefas
13.20 **Cumulative effects and Offshore Wind – Guiding Principles**  **Martin Broderick** WSP
13.40 **Wave and current renewables devices – an overview of environmental impacts – A proportional approach to appraisal**  **Frank Fortune** Royal Haskoning
14.00 **The Severn Barrage: Hydro-environmental Impact Studies**  **Roger Falconer & Dr Reza Ahmadian** Cardiff University
14.20  Break & refreshments

Session 3: Chairman:
15.00  ‘**Evidence**' Understanding the emerging picture  **Mike Osborne** Oceanwise Ltd
15.20  **Underwater noise and marine mammals: evaluating and managing the “threat”**  **Mark Tasker** JNCC
15.40  Marine mammal strandings – the emerging patterns from 20 years recording
Rob Deavil  Cetacean Standings Investigation Programme, IOZ

16.00  Marine Litter and MSFD
Thomas Maes  Cefas

16.20  Marine Spatial Planning – the international challenge
Bud Ehler  Ocean Visions
Consultant, Marine Spatial Planning Initiative Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)

16.50  The Growing Challenges to the World Oceans
Callum Roberts  York University

17.20  Wine reception

Thursday January 24th
9.00  Registration and refreshments

Session 4:  Chairman:

9.30  The Changing Regulatory Context: Industries view on the direction of travel
Peter Barham  Sea bed Users Developer Group

9.50  Port of Falmouth capital dredging & the Habitats Directive
Miles Hoskin  Falmouth Bay & Harbour Action Group

10.10  Valuating the Benefits of MCZ’s
Steve Fletcher and Sian Rees  University of Plymouth

10.30  Common Fisheries Policy Reform
Ian Campbell  OCEAN2012

10.50  MSFD & MSY
Professor Michel J. Kaiser  D.Sc.  University of North Wales Bangor

11.10  Fisheries and Fishery Management – the Direction of Travel
Mike Park  Scottish White Fish Producers Association

11.30  Break and refreshments

Session 5:  Chairman:

12.10  Discards: taking forward the European decision
Tom Catchpole  Cefas

12.30  Achieving successful ecosystem links between MSP and MSFD
Alec Taylor  RSPB

12.50  IFCA’s: The developing picture and future challenges
Stephen Bolt  CEO Association of IFCA’s

13.10  VMS and marine management – the developing picture
Neil Wellum  Head of Marine Conservation and Enforcement MMO

13.30  Marine Conservation: MCZs & Article 6
Nigel Gooding  Defra

13.50  The Habitats Directive – Article 6
Jean-Luc Solandt  MCS

14.10 -14.50  Break and refreshments

Session 6:  The MCZ Consultation – Perspectives
Chairman:  Nigel Gooding  Defra

14.50  Natural England
Alan Law  Natural England

15.00  MPA Fishing Coalition
Stephen Lockwood  Chairman of the MPA Fishing Coalition

15.10  Sea Bed User Developer Group
Mark Russell  SBDUG

15.20  The Wildlife Trusts
Richard White  The Wildlife Trusts

15.30-16.15  Discussion and points from the audience

16.15  End & refreshments
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The Venue: The venue is the Brunei Gallery Lecture Theatre, in the University of London, Thornhaugh Street, Russell Square, London WC1H 0XG. This is a comfortable, tiered lecture theatre with all the modern AV aids and professional projectionists.

The Organiser: This will be the 20th in this series of meetings organised by Dr Bob Earl of Communications and Management for Sustainability (CMS).

The Conference Fees
This is a two day conference. The fee is intended for individuals attending for all or part of the two days; it cannot be transferred or split between staff. There is no single day rate.

The conference fee is: £150 + VAT £30.00 £180.00
Group rate – for 3 or more booking together £130 + VAT £26.00 £156.00 each
Concession rate* £125 + VAT £25.00 £150.00
Retired/ Full time postgraduate students £60 + VAT £12.00 £72.00

*Our aim is to make the conferences as inclusive as possible. The concession rate applies to individuals and organisations that clearly work from limited budgets in the academic or voluntary sector. We will review this on a case by case basis and place individuals and organisations on a register for future reference. Please contact us first by email to bob.earl@coastms.co.uk before booking if you think you qualify.

Conditions:
• Payment may be made online at www.coastms.co.uk or by cheque, BACS, or credit card
• Cheques made payable to ‘CMS’ should be sent to: CMS, Candle Cottage, Kempley, Glos GL18 2BU
• For BACS payments please return the booking form first for an invoice to be raised
• Invoices will be issued as the standard response
• Confirmation of registration will be acknowledged on receipt of booking form
• Receipts will be issued on payment
• Payment should be completed BEFORE the event; otherwise entry may be refused
• Refunds (less £20 administration charge) will only be issued for cancellation more than ten working days before the meeting; substitutes are permitted

Further details from Bob Earl: Phone / Fax 01531 890415 Joining details – maps, directions and hotels – programme are on the CMS website: www.coastms.co.uk or Email: bob.earl@coastms.co.uk
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Booking Form

Name ___________________________________________ Organisation __________________________

[BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE – these details go in the delegate list and on your badge]

Address ________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________ Telephone / Fax __________________________________________

It is essential for pre and post-conference (outputs) communication to have delegates email address

Email Address __________________________________________

I am/am not* content for my Email address to be included on the CMS Emailing System

Please register _____ place / s Total amount __________________ Your ref. / order number __________________

I will be attending on: (please tick days) Weds 23rd Jan ________ Thurs 24th Jan ________

I wish to pay by BACS*/Credit Card*/Cheque*(please delete) Name on card __________________

Credit Card number ________________ Expiry date ________

We will need to phone you to complete your payment processing or you can book online at www.coastms.co.uk

Please return completed booking forms to: CMS, Candle Cottage, Kempley, Glos GL18 2BU
Cheques should be made payable to ‘CMS’ Tel/fax 01531 890415 VAT No: 742 4367 34